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Although they are found in all the temperate seas these
polyps flourish best in very warm and clear salt water If
the temperature is less than 70 or if the depth is greater
than 20 fathoms they are not active They are therefore
confined to the centre and west of tropical oceans where the
warm equatorial currents favour their growth
Coral structures assume three distinct forms (1) The
atoll This is a reef of a circular form with no land appear
ing in the centre The water so enclosed is known as a
lagoon and is usually shallow with further coral forming
the bed The polyp cannot build above sea level but blocks
of coral are smashed off by the waves thrown up on the
reef and ground into coral sand By the action of the sea
this is gradually cemented into a compact mass of limestone
and may nse in time to small heights above sea level Because
they live on sea water organisms the coral polyps extend
the reef by growing seawards while those on the lagoon side
die or at best remain inactive The form is seldom quite
circular and almost never complete only portions of the
reef show above the water and thus take on the appearance
of a chain of small islands (2) The fringing reef which
is found near the shore in shallow water and grows seaward
leaving a muddy flat which gradually becomes dry land
(3) The barrier reef which runs parallel to the coast and at
some distance from it with great depth usually on its sea
ward side The Great Barrier Reef of north east Australia
which runs for 1 200 miles along that coast like a huge
natural breakwater is the best example of many reefs of this
kind
Darwin concluded that atolls originated in fringing reefs
forming around a volcanic cone As the island slowly sank
the polyps building on the skeletons of dead polyps kept
the reef up to sea level Eventually as the corals extended

